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A confluence of several distinct but related factors is forcing the real estate industry to address
climate change with meaningful measures. Tenant space requirements, government
regulations, and demands for socially-responsible investments, are among the issues driving a
rapid transformation of property markets globally to greener construction and building
operations. The globalization of property markets, and the rise of truly global investors and
other change agents, are only intensifying these trends. And all of these forces are set on a
foundation of attractive financial returns for greener buildings due to soaring energy prices and
more affordable greening technologies.
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Recent years have witnessed an explosion in the creation of more sustainable buildings,
through both new construction and retrofits to greener standards, though this activity has been
highly concentrated in the wealthiest nations. But even here, institutional investors have been
slow to seize the opportunities – or recognize the risks of the changing landscape.
As a result, most regions see an imbalance between tenant demands for greener space and
the response from real estate markets – evidenced by performance premiums for green
buildings relative to conventional buildings in terms of rental rates, occupancy levels, and
absorption rates, among other measures. The rising number of firms purchasing carbon credits
to offset their greenhouse gas emissions also suggests the supply of green facilities is
insufficient to meet their needs. Finally, tenants have spoken most loudly of all through their
actions, in effect declaring, “if you won’t build it, then we’ll build it ourselves.” Most green
construction has been initiated by corporate or government owner-occupiers – who continue to
own green buildings far disproportionate to their share of conventional facilities.
Looking forward, some of the greatest opportunities for investors to leverage emerging global
green standards will be in the developing economies of the world due to their faster rates of
population and economic growth and relatively unencumbered built environment. Nonetheless,
the various factors that inhibit sustainable business practices in these regions cannot be
minimized, which will limit near-term opportunities in many nations.
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On the other hand, the greater wealth and property investment in the developed world, in
conjunction with deeper acceptance of environmental principles, provides more opportunities
to improve the sustainability of the standing inventory through retrofits – but also presents
perilous risks for failure to move quickly enough to greener standards. In some markets, the
shift to sustainability has been so complete that green buildings cannot be thought of as a
distinct class of property – it’s already the new standard, certainly for Class A.
Opportunities and risks will vary within regions and among the various types of real estate
products and investment vehicles. Properties that offer the greatest benefits to users and
owners relative to conventional buildings should see the most rapid transformation, particularly
energy-intensive uses (such as high-rise office buildings) and high-profile uses in which
tenants have substantial client contact (such as retail centers). Moreover, urban infill sites will
be increasingly valued in both developed and emerging economies.
In the capital markets, we expect activity in public equity markets to surge as more sustainable
buildings come to market and green product definitions become more standardized. We also
anticipate ever-greater participation by private funds, especially in partnership with public
pension funds, as the funds and their advisors recognize the fiduciary risks of not greening
their portfolios, as well as the opportunities for premium returns through greener buildings.
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Introduction and Report Overview
Real estate investors everywhere are discovering green building – long after major tenants and
governments have made it a top priority. In a white paper released last year, RREEF Research
drew attention to the sudden recognition of green issues by the institutional property sector in
1
the United States. The earlier paper also documented that mainstream real estate investors
initially were slow to participate in the green building movement, but that the volume of green
construction and retrofits has surged in recent years – and green building in the US has
continued unabated since then, despite the sharp drop in overall construction activity.
But how universal are these trends around the world, and what does all this portend for
increasingly global real estate investment markets? In this paper, RREEF Research examines
the forces affecting property sustainability in major regions around the globe. One perhaps
surprising conclusion: Although trade globalization is commonly thought to increase
greenhouse gases and pollution generally, in the real estate sector global flows of capital are
also encouraging countertrends toward greener property standards. The world’s property
markets are increasingly dominated by large multinational investors and developers who
transport their technology, knowledge, and business practices from their home markets to
*
regions around the globe, accelerating nascent local sustainability trends.
Still, considerable regional variation remains in the adoption of sustainable real estate
practices. What accounts for these differences, how long are they likely to endure, and what
are the implications for real estate investors? In addressing these issues, we provide a
substantive foundation for assessing green building activity and potential around the world.
We begin with an overview of the environmental context in which property markets operate
globally, including the rising concerns with climate change and real estate’s contribution to
greenhouse gas emissions. The property market response to these issues is introduced,
leading to a discussion of the global and other economic forces driving toward more
sustainable development and operating practices. Particular attention is paid to the role of
global actors – among them, investors, environmentalists, and multilateral organizations. After
a brief overview of the capital markets for green building, the second half of the paper presents
a regional analysis of sustainable building potential based on the key drivers outlined earlier:
government, tenants, investors, societal attitudes, the real estate sector, and economic factors.
We conclude with a consideration of implications for investors, examining both investment
opportunities and risks to portfolio owners today.
With this background in mind, the following are some of the key trends and conclusions we see
for global real estate markets:

Key Findings: Global Trends
•

Real estate developers and managers are adopting greener business practices in all
regions of the world, at all stages of economic development, driven by the favorable
financial returns for greener buildings owing to soaring energy and the significant savings
afforded by thoughtful green designs or renovations.

•

Globalization is reinforcing and accelerating these sustainable property development and
operating trends throughout the world, though in developing regions, rapid wealth creation
and economic development are simultaneously causing significant growth in energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

•

Multi-national corporations and global investment firms are especially important in
establishing greener real estate business practices worldwide through their tenancy and
investment criteria. These trends are being facilitated by the growing standardization of
real estate products throughout the world, as well as falling trade barriers.

*

“Sustainable” and “green” are used interchangeably in this paper, although “sustainability” is the preferred
term in some regions (especially Europe), while “green” is more common in others (North America and
Asia). Moreover, some analysts imbue “sustainable” with social as well as environmental qualities, but
unless otherwise noted, “sustainable” in this paper refers only to the more limited environmental features.
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•

Major corporate tenants are seeking greener facilities in order to attract and retain
workers, differentiate their products, improve their image to consumers, and satisfy
shareholder demands, all of which have ties to environmental concerns. Thus, firms
increasingly set minimum global energy-efficiency and/or green standards for the buildings
they occupy, and these standards often exceed the norm in their local markets.

•

Property investors seeking to diversify their portfolios and leverage their expertise and
business platforms are looking globally for their acquisitions and developments,
propagating sustainability practices as they expand into new regions.

•

Greener business practices are also being driven by increasingly prescriptive government
regulations. In a growing number of advanced economies, developers must build
sustainably due to greener building codes and other complementary policies. At the same
time, however, sustainability is being undermined in many emerging economies by heavy
government energy subsidies.

•

Global international actors such as environmental and green building organizations,
investor pressure groups, and multi-lateral institutions, among others, also are playing key
roles in driving greener building standards.

Key Findings: Regional Trends
•

Sizable variation remains in regional adoption of greener business practices and
regulatory moves toward sustainability. Sustainability has taken root most deeply in the
more advanced, slower-growing economies, whereas most of the faster-growing emerging
economies tend to have lower degrees of sustainable development. However, we expect
these regional differences to decline over time as worldwide best-practices accompany
the global flows of capital, technology and business standards.
Leading Real Estate Investment Markets
Scaled by Value of Investible Stock - 2007
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•

Government regulation will continue to play a dominant role in setting standards in the
developed regions, while global corporate tenants, with pressure from local citizens, are
likely to be the most important forces in the emerging economies. The real estate sector
will also play a key role in the more mature economies, while the lack of an experienced
network of real estate professionals in the less developed nations will force major
corporates to build relatively more of the sustainable product themselves in these regions.

•

Over the next few years, slower-growing developed nations generally will see greater
opportunities for retrofitting existing buildings to greener standards, while faster-growing
developing nations will have more opportunities for greener new construction. Developed
nations will also face greater financial risks and market penalties for failure to adopt
greener operations quickly enough.

•

The top markets for green property investment in the coming years are concentrated in
the wealthier European and North American economies, but significant potential for green
construction and retrofits exists in almost all corners of the world.

•

The greatest opportunities for green building investment overall will be in the United
States due to its large stock of aging investible real estate and sizeable population growth
iii

relative to the world’s mature economies, as well as increasing green business practices
and rising government mandates. The United Kingdom, Germany, and Japan also rank
high for both new construction and retrofits.
•

China should see a significant amount of green construction due to its tremendous growth,
though the green share of its total construction will be only moderate. Canada and
Australia are notable for green building investment opportunities due to the strength of
their sustainability commitments, despite relatively limited growth prospects. Outside of
these top markets, other leading markets include Brazil, India, and Russia among the
“BRIC” nations, as well as France, Spain, and South Korea.
Top Markets for Green Construction and Retrofits
Ranked by Size of Investible Opportunties

Projected
Construction
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Green Share
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United States
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Very Large
Very Large
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Large
Moderate
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Moderate
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Moderate
Very High
High
High
High
High
Very High
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Moderate

Very Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Green Retrofits

Size of
Retrofit
Market*

Green Share

Investible
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Opportunity
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Small
Small
Small
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Italy
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Spain
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* Size of investible real estate market adjusted for age of stock
Source: RREEF Research

Key Findings: Property and Capital Market Trends
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•

To date, the vast majority of green building has been initiated, and continues to be owned
by, government and corporate owner-occupants. The failure of property markets to
provide sufficient green product reflects widespread industry ignorance of tenant demands
for greener facilities (underestimated) and actual green construction costs (overstated), as
well as risk aversion borne of limited performance data for green buildings.

•

The shortage of green building space relative to tenant demand is demonstrated by
operating performance premiums for green buildings, as well as by the growing corporate
purchases of carbon offsets to reduce their net greenhouse gas emissions – revenue that
otherwise could be captured by owners of green buildings, if they were available.

•

To the extent that investors are participating in the green building arena, virtually all the
activity has been undertaken by private funds, often with the partnership of public pension
funds. Investments from public equity markets have been minor, held back by the
extremely limited availability of certified green building product for purchase and the lack
of common green product definitions throughout the industry.

•

Paralleling trends among most institutional investors, pension fund advisors have been
slow to recognize the fiduciary importance of green buildings, which has restrained
pension fund investments. However, fund advisors in Europe and Australia have recently
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awakened to the issue, encouraging greater green building investment and greener
building operations in these regions.
•

In addition to traditional real estate buyers, green building is attracting two overlapping yet
distinct groups of investors: “next wave” investors intent on capturing outsized returns by
being early to capitalize on green investing; and “social” investors concerned with the
societal impacts of their investments. Together these two groups represent significant new
sources of real estate capital.

Key Findings: Implications for Investors
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•

The rapid transformation toward green-only construction in many countries will reward
early adopters who gain critical experience and assemble a network of complementary,
experienced service providers. These early adopters can capture the (short-term) market
premiums offered by green buildings today, and also minimize the risks from holding
obsolete buildings in the future.

•

With the number of investor-owned green buildings being so small, operating premiums
for green buildings are difficult to establish with precision, but studies of operating
performance uniformly conclude that green buildings do, in fact, command higher rents
and occupancy rates, and achieve other measures of superior market performance.
Similarly, green buildings almost certainly trade at a premium relative to conventional
buildings (lower capitalization rates), though the even smaller universe of green building
sales transactions makes precise value premiums impossible to calculate.

•

Urban infill sites will be increasingly valued in both developed and emerging economies.
Sustainable design principles favoring re-use of central, accessible sites support
worldwide urbanization trends. Transit-friendly properties near worker and population
bases will be especially favored over more remote greenfield sites.

•

Opportunities for investments from public equity markets should surge as more green
building product comes to market for purchase and green product definitions become
more standardized. The growing market acceptance of LEED and BREEAM as industry
standards in more countries should help in this regard.

•

The biggest move to green buildings will be in the properties that: (1) confer the greatest
benefits to users and owners relative to conventional buildings, (2) align landlord and
tenant interests in the property, and (3) offer tangible benefits that matter to tenants. Thus,
Class A office buildings will experience the most market penetration by green product, and
lower-end industrial the least. Retail will experience the next largest gain in green product.

•

At least three major types of risk are material to investors: market (rising green standards
will make inefficient buildings increasingly obsolete over time); regulatory (governments
may quickly alter the playing field and cost/benefit calculations); and environmental
(physical damages attributable to climate change). Each will present challenges to owners
that fail to adapt quickly to new standards, and threaten reversion values.

•

Markets will be flipping from a premium for green buildings to a discount for obsolete
construction, with the pace in individual regions depending upon the amount of
construction relative to the standing stock, the strength of tenant preferences for greener
space, and the extent of government penalties on energy inefficiency, among other
factors. Supply-constrained markets with significant barriers to entry will be protected
longer than more dynamic, faster-growing markets. But in many markets – particularly the
most desirable markets for tenants and investors in Northern Europe, Asia, and North
America – the tipping point should be well within the traditional ten-year institutional hold
period for investment real estate, and thus should enter investment criteria today.

•

The immediate risks are to older, inefficient buildings, whose obsolescence will be
reflected in diminished performance potential (lower rents and occupancy rates) and
property value (equal to the cost to cure to the new market standard). Longer term, the
risk will shift more broadly to institutions slow to change and cultivate the competency
required to convert to more sustainable buildings.
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Climate Change and the Need to Act
The past few years have seen global warming jump from the obscurity of science journals to
the front pages of newspapers, and ultimately to their financial pages, as environmental
concerns emerged as one of the top business stories of the era. That is, until this year, when
surging energy prices came to dominate the concerns of consumers and businesses alike.
The two are strongly linked: The soaring price of oil is at least partly due to the swelling global
demand for energy, particularly from developing nations. And the price rises almost certainty
will continue, notwithstanding the recent easing in prices. The latest World Energy Outlook
from the International Energy Agency concluded that the world’s primary energy needs are
“projected to grow by 55% between 2005 and 2030, at an average annual rate of 1.8% per
2
year.” A study by the McKinsey Global Institute sees even faster energy demand growth of
3
2.2% annually through 2020, absent corrective action. Concerns over unchecked energy
demand, as well as unprecedented energy prices, underscore calls for energy usage to be
tamed through greater energy efficiency and other measures.
Currently, fault lies largely in the developed nations of the world. As shown in Exhibit 1, the US
and Canada alone account for a fourth of greenhouse gas emissions; the advanced
economies of Europe contribute another quarter. Thus, the developed nations of Europe and
North America, with less than a fifth of the world’s population, collectively account for half of
4
the global greenhouse gases, which are directly tied to carbon-based energy use.
Exhibit 1
Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Region (2005)
Rest of World
12%

US + Canada
24%

Rest of Asia
10%

China
19%

Former USSR
9%

OECD Europe
25%
Other Europe
1%

Source: International Energy Agency, 2007; RREEF Research

Looking forward, though, the vast majority of growth in energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions will occur in the developing world, where energy efficiency tends to be lower than in
more developed nations. Over the next 20 years, 97% of the world’s population growth will
5
occur in developing countries, and half will live in urban areas. This growth will dramatically
increase energy needs in these regions, not least because emerging economies will account
for the vast majority of new middle-class households. The World Bank projects that the middle
class in developing countries will more than double, from 430 million people in 2000 to 1.15
6
billion in 2030.
Energy usage is highly concentrated in developed nations, which use much more energy per
capita than in the rest of the world (Exhibit 2A on next page) largely reflecting their relative
economic size, as well as the high degree of urbanization. However, measured per unit of
national product, energy usage in emerging economies far exceeds that in more developed
nations (Exhibit 2B), as technology is less effectively leveraged and energy prices are often
subsidized, limiting incentives to conserve. For example, China now uses about 3.5 times the
amount of energy per unit of GDP as does the US, and seven times that in Japan.
Energy efficiency is rising in developing nations as their economies mature. Nonetheless,
growth in future energy demands will be highly concentrated in these economies. McKinsey
projects that fully 75% of the world’s new energy usage through 2020 will occur in the
developing economies, of which China by itself will account for almost half. Thus, efforts to
restrain energy usage – and greenhouse gases – might appropriately focus on the developed
Real Estate Research
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nations in the short term, given their relative wealth and share of the blame. But longer term,
developing nations must play a greater part of the solution to addressing global warming.
Exhibits 2A and B: Energy Usage in Selected Countries
Energy BTUs Per $ of GDP (2003)
Where U.S = 100
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The Role of the Built Environment
The built environment is a major reason for the surging energy usage. Despite popular
attention on automobiles, in fact the property sector is the single greatest source of energy
demand – by far. Several studies have estimated the building sector’s share of overall energy
usage to be 30% to 40%, while McKinsey places the figure squarely in the middle at 35% (as
7
of 2003), and in urban areas the building share is thought to exceed 50%.
Buildings are also a major source of greenhouse gases and these emissions have been
growing over time, both absolutely and relative to those from other sectors, providing even
greater impetus to focus greening efforts on real estate. A widely-cited study by the European
electricity utility Vattenfall AB found that buildings are responsible for 21% of greenhouse gas
8
emissions globally. By contrast, the ground and air transport sectors collectively account for
only 18% of global energy demand (McKinsey) and 14% of greenhouse gases (Vattenfall).
Virtually every aspect of property development and operation has significant environmental
consequences: from the location of the site on which structures are built, to the materials
required to construct projects (imbedded energy), and then the energy required to operate
them, though the relative proportions vary significantly by region, depending on local climate
and building technologies, among other factors.
Moreover, studies show that significant energy efficiency improvements and emission
reductions are easier and less expensive to attain in real estate than in other sectors. The
Vattenfall study concluded that buildings could achieve almost twice the feasible decrease in
*
emissions as other industries. Viewed through a different prism, McKinsey concluded that the
property sector alone could achieve 33% of the energy reduction potential and 30% of the
greenhouse gas reductions available from all sources through 2020.
Thus, it is perhaps inevitable that society is looking to the real estate sector to play a leading
role in reducing the “carbon footprint” of economic activities. At the same time, market forces
are providing ample and rising incentives for property developers, owners, and managers to
incorporate sustainability more directly into their business plans and financial calculations.
As with energy usage generally, the initial focus will be on the developed nations of the world,
in which building area has been constructed much more extensively relative to its population
base, as compared to the emerging economies. Studies compiled by the World Council for
Sustainable Development revealed that as of 2003 the US had over 80 square meters (m2) of
commercial and residential space per person, compared to less than 60 m2 in Europe and just
9
over 40 m2 in Japan. By stark contrast, China had less than 30 m2 (Exhibit 3).
*

Specifically, Vattenfall concluded that 46% of the annual greenhouse gas emissions anticipated by 2030
from all sectors under a “business-as-usual” scenario could be eliminated through cost-effective measures;
for real estate, the reduction potential is pegged at 84%.

2
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Exhibit 3
Building Space Per Person (2003)
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Source: World Business Council for Sustainable Development

Beyond the relative size of the building stock, the onus for reducing environmental impacts
within the property sector is likely to fall disproportionately on “investible” real estate –
investment-grade properties owned by either institutional investors or their occupants. These
properties have greater capital support and are owned and/or occupied by the business actors
on the world stage that care most about environmental issues, and this space is
overwhelmingly located in the world’s more advanced economies.
Based on prior work by RREEF Research, we estimate that the mature economies of the world
have 85% of the global stock of investible real estate, while accounting for only one fifth of the
10
world population (Exhibit 4). Alternately stated, the developed economies have some 20
times the per-capita investible real estate relative to the emerging economies. These
proportions undoubtedly will shift over time toward faster-growing regions as their economies
mature and attract more investment capital. But for many years, the focus among institutional
investors and environmentalists alike will be on the greenhouse gas and energy consumption
of investible real estate in the developed nations.

Exhibit 4 – Regional Shares of Investible Real Estate and Population
Shares of Global Investible Real Estate
Excluding Africa - 2007

Shares of Global Population
Excluding Africa - 2007
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10%
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Source: RREEF Research

34%

The Real Estate Response
After years of hesitation, the business sector has now embraced climate change with vigor,
and the topic now occupies a central place in corporate boardrooms. Today it is the rare major
firm that does not boast a strategy for greening its business. Yet in much of the world, the
response from the real estate investment community has been decidedly more tepid, even
skeptical. Despite the centrality of property development and operations to the world’s carbon
use and greenhouse gas emissions, the creation of greener buildings has lagged the progress
and commitment shown in many other industries. Indeed, changes are sweeping the real
estate sector around the globe, which may well be the most extensive and rapid the industry
has ever experienced, at least as concerns the physical product and how it is managed.
Real Estate Research
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Focus: Just What is a “Green
Building”?
There is no broad agreement
within the real estate community
on the definition of a “green” or
“sustainable” building (used
interchangeably in this paper).
However, most experts agree on
certain fundamentals. Among the
common building features:
• Efficient use of national
resources, particularly energy
and water, and limited on-site
waste, such as effluents and
trash.
• Use of locally-produced
materials to reflect local
climatic conditions and
materials, and to reduce the
energy required to transport
building materials to the project
site.
• Limited impacts on
surroundings (e.g., lower
greenhouse gas emissions
than conventional buildings)
and on those who use the
building (e.g., reduced worker
illnesses).

The green building movement has taken hold to a greater or lesser degree in all corners of the
world, from Canada and Scandinavia in the north, to Australia and New Zealand in the south,
and from the United States and Europe in the west to Japan and China in the east. To be sure,
the extent and pace of adoption varies considerably among and even within regions, with the
wealthiest, more developed, nations typically exhibiting greater commitment to sustainable
property development and operations. Still, our review of property development patterns
around the world shows that the principles of sustainability are finding widespread and growing
application even in much less affluent countries.
Nonetheless, documenting the extent of green building development across the globe defies
simple quantification or categorization. For one thing, the standards and approaches to
defining green buildings vary widely from one country to another, and multiple certification
schemas exist simultaneously even within countries. Interregional comparisons are also
complicated by variations in climates and local building materials, so that building standards
that may be suitable in one country may be wildly inappropriate in another.
Meaningful building counts are also elusive because most green certification programs have
been adopted only in the last few years – well after the industry began constructing more
sustainable projects, and many owners resist the expense of seeking certifications
retroactively. Lastly, not all countries are equally concerned with “keeping score.” In fact, only
two nations, the United Kingdom and the United States, have a large number of certifications,
*
while only a handful of others pursue certifications with any great enthusiasm (Exhibit 5).
Exhibit 5
"Certified" Green Buildings
Excluding Individual Homes - Mid 2008
8%
40%

• Integrated building design and
operations based on life-cycle
costs, which reflect the cost of
the building over its entire life
span rather than just “first”
costs.
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• Building operations are as
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the greenest design can be
undone by inefficient building
operations. A critical step is
commissioning the building to
fine-tune system operations.
Together these factors can
dramatically lower utility usage
and expenses, and even increase
greater worker productivity, which
is why green buildings are often
referred to as “high-performance”
buildings.

43%
Source: RREEF Research

BREEAM (UK)

LEED (US)

Other LEED

All Others

To be sure, many thousands of buildings have been rated in other countries using a variety of
systems. Sweden’s Miljöstatus (“Environmental Status”) program has rated well over 2,000
buildings, while several cities in Japan together have seen ratings over 2,000 buildings using
the CASBEE system (though only 27 have been awarded a true CASBEE certification). But the
vast majority of these ratings are geared toward either assisting with building design by
assessing alternative approaches during the development phase, or gauging energy use
during operations, as opposed to rewarding excellent design once the building is completed.
On the other hand, many countries, even those practicing high levels of sustainability, do not
have formal certification programs. Most prominent is Germany, which for over a generation
11
has maintained among the highest sustainable building standards in the world. Yet the
German property sector did not form an association to certify building sustainability until 2007,
and released its certification program only in June of this year (the “Made in Germany” label
from the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen or DGNB). Other northern European
countries, especially the Scandinavian nations, have similarly strict energy efficiency and
sustainability standards as part of their building codes, but no green certification infrastructure
*

This chart is based on building design certification programs widely recognized in the real estate
investment community. Programs included are: BREEAM (both UK and non-UK), LEED (US and non-US),
HQE (France), Green Mark (Singapore), GBTool (multiple countries), GreenStar (Australia), and CASBEE
(Japan). The analysis excludes self-assessment programs (e.g., Green Globes) and rating systems more
oriented to assessing building performance for design (e.g., EcoPofile or oneBEAT) or regulatory
compliance (local CASBEE ratings). Ratings of individual homes are also excluded.
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Focus: The Different Shades
of Green -- Who Determines
What is Sustainable?
There are numerous methods
for rating the sustainability of
buildings, and almost as many
organizations that develop and
administer rating programs –
with multiple programs even
within individual countries.
However, two program
dominate the certifications,
each with multiple versions for
different property types. The
first program adopted on a
large scale was BREEAM
(Building Research
Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method), launched
in the UK in 1990, with versions
in limited use in several other
countries. 1,700 non-residential
buildings have been certified in
the UK so far. Efforts underway
to craft a pan-European version
of BREEAM would expand its
use further and create a de
facto European standard.

comparable to LEED (the US program) or BREEAM (UK), though most of these countries have
*
developed their own methods for rating the sustainability of buildings. Thus, countries with
comparable levels of sustainability may have widely divergent counts of certified green
buildings, while countries with the greenest standards may have few if any certified buildings.
Regardless, in the past few years most major industrialized countries have seen an explosion
in the number of buildings constructed to greener standards, and an even greater interest in
seeing more green buildings constructed in the near future. As evidenced by the world’s two
leading certification programs, demand for green certification continues to grow exponentially
(Exhibit 6). The number of certifications worldwide has increased by more than 50% annually
each of the past four years, and is on pace to exceed 50% again this year – despite the sharp
†
slowdown in overall construction activity in most industrialized countries.
Exhibit 6
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Global real estate markets also
seem to be coalescing around
the US-born LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design) program. Over 1,700
projects have been certified
since it began in 2000, and the
number is growing by 50%+
annually.
More significant is the migration
of the LEED system from the
US to other countries under the
auspices of World Green
Building Council umbrella
organization. To date, Councils
have been established in 12
countries, while five other
countries are actively seeking
membership, spanning virtually
all major regions of the world.
In all, projects from more than
80 countries have registered for
LEED certification.
Nonetheless, other standards
dominate in Asia, such as
CASBEE (Comprehensive
Assessment System for
Building Environmental
Efficiency) in Japan, Green
Star in Australia, and Green
Mark in Singapore.
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Indeed, the desire for official recognition is so strong worldwide that now developers and
building owners in countries lacking their own building certification programs are seeking
ratings from more established programs abroad. BREEAM, LEED, Green Globes, and SBTool
(previously GBTool) all have programs expressly for certifying buildings outside their home
countries, with LEED gaining the greatest international recognition (see box).
Moreover, investment property accounts for a rapidly growing share of the green building
stock. To date, the vast majority of green building has been initiated, and is still owned by,
public agencies and corporate owner-occupants – even in mature market-driven economies. In
the early years of LEED, private developers accounted for only 3% of the certified buildings,
compared to 44% by corporate owner-users and 30% by public agencies. However, in the last
two years, the developer share has risen to 21%, while the corporate and public owner-user
shares declined. While comparable data could not be compiled globally, our review of
ownership patterns across a wide variety of countries revealed similar patterns: government
agencies and large corporations have taken the lead in building landmark sustainable facilities,
but private developers are now initiating a growing share of new projects.

Global Greening Forces – Primary Drivers
Several of the factors driving the global greening trends – tenant demands, government
regulation, the pressures of the environmental movement itself – are consistent with those
identified in our earlier account of the forces affecting the US institutional real estate market.
But these factors are intensified when played out on a global scale, where several additional
forces are introduced. Among the most significant, in our view, are the twin impacts of global
capital flows and multi-national corporate business platforms.

*

These include Miljöstatus in Sweden, PromisE in Finland, EcoProfile in Norway, EcoQuantum in the
Netherlands, and oneBEAT in Denmark.
†
The comparison is not strictly “apples to apples” as not all new certifications signify new construction –
LEED certifies sustainability in the tenant space of an existing building, for example – but virtually all new
certifications nonetheless require some degree of net new investment in the structure.
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Tenant Demand
Perhaps the greatest driver in the move toward more sustainable real estate globally is tenant
demands for greener workplaces. More than ever, firms consider sustainability in their
everyday business practices as well as their occupancy and investments. These trends are in
evidence throughout the world, and the motivations for greener workplaces are numerous.
Image and Goodwill – Sustainability matters to their customers, who increasingly vote with
their wallets and pocketbooks, buying greener products and patronizing firms they believe
share their environmental outlook. In turn, these consumer preferences reflect the rising
societal awareness of global warming and beliefs that all sectors have a responsibility to
address environmental issues. As a result, companies see sustainability as an important
product differentiator in the marketplace.
Corporate facilities, and especially headquarters buildings, represent the public face of
company environmental policies and efforts. For businesses with direct consumer contact –
such as banks and retailers – their stores convey an even more immediate impression to the
public. Considerable consumer research supports the widespread corporate belief that greener
public facilities will cast a positive halo on the company generally. Even in countries not noted
for their ecological record, such as China and Russia, surveys find consumers prefer to
patronize companies with strong environmental records, though the extent to which these
12
attitudes actually shape spending behavior is less clear.
Employee Attraction and Retention – Firms are also concerned with their reputation among
current and prospective employees. Younger workers in particular, and especially highlyvalued creative and knowledge workers, frequently consider a firm’s record on social issues in
making their employment choices. Beyond demonstrating environmental commitment, greener
workplaces are also viewed as showing that the company cares about the health and
satisfaction of its employees – qualities typical of higher-quality green buildings.
Cost Savings and Productivity Benefits – Energy savings provide companies with strong
financial incentives for greener buildings. This is especially true when the occupant owns its
facilities, thereby aligning landlord and tenant interests (costs and benefits, respectively). Utility
charges are typically among the top operating expenses for buildings, and studies document
energy savings for green buildings average 30% over conventional buildings, which can
generate substantial savings in an era of elevated energy prices, with comparable savings
13
shown in different countries relying on a variety of energy sources.
Firms are also attracted to the performance potential of green buildings, as some of the same
green design features that render buildings less expensive to operate also yield tangible
14
improvements in worker productivity, attendance, and health – all vital issues for companies.
With the cost premium for new green buildings often near zero, the business case for green
buildings becomes even more compelling.15 The cost/benefit trade-off for renovating existing
facilities to greener, high-performance buildings is more variable, depending on the age and
type of construction. However, the returns are becoming ever-more favorable, particularly
when productively gains are considered, as the costs of greening projects costs decline
through innovation and competition.
Corporate Sustainability Reporting – Firms increasingly report on their social achievements,
including on the environment. In barely a decade since the concept was conceived, corporate
sustainability reporting (CSR) has been adopted by most of the world’s major corporations.
Currently more than 1,000 organizations in over 60 countries use the guidelines developed by
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) to produce their sustainability reports. Adoption is
16
Even more firms have
especially prevalent among the largest multi-national corporations.
signed on to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), in which companies and investors commit
to disclosing their known greenhouse gas emissions, as well as their efforts to reduce them.
CDP now claims over 3,000 signatories worldwide controlling some $57 trillion in assets.
Carbon Neutrality – And a small but rising number of firms are going even further by declaring
their intention to be “carbon neutral” – consuming no net energy by reducing their greenhouse
gas emissions and undertaking actions that offset their remaining carbon use. For example, as
6
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of 2007, 28 firms in the FTSE All Share Index were seeking carbon neutrality. Though these
firms represent only 5% of the 557 FTSE All-Share companies, they account for over a quarter
of the FTSE All-Share’s total market capitalization. In other words, “larger companies are much
17
more likely to be pursuing carbon neutrality.” The number of such firms nearly doubled from
15 in 2006, and continues to increase, both in Europe and around the globe.
Together, these factors are pushing sustainability to the top of corporate business agendas. In
one prominent international survey of corporate real estate professionals by CoreNet and
Jones Lang LaSalle, almost 80% agreed that sustainability is an important near-term business
issue (within two years), and almost half see the issue as critical right now (Exhibit 7).
Europeans perceive the greatest criticality to implementing green, in both the immediate and
short term, with Australians and Americans close behind. But even in the emerging economies
18
of Asia Pacific, the majority of professionals surveyed see the need to act in the near term.
Focus: Carbon Offsets
Carbon offsets are a system in
which firms purchase credits
that effectively reduce their net
greenhouse gas emissions
(usually measured in metric
tons of CO2). These credits
offset their carbon-emitting
activities, such as occupying
facilities that consume energy.
A wide variety of offset
investments are available, from
various types of renewable
energy (solar and wind) to
reforestation projects, each of
which is designed to reduce
carbon emissions.
According to the latest World
Bank study, the global value of
carbon trading last year
amounted to $64 billion,
doubling the volume in 2006;
more than three quarters was
transacted in the European
Union Emission Trading
Scheme (EU ETS).
The vast majority of activity in
this market is compliancerelated, in which firms purchase
credits to meet obligations
under cap-and-trade programs.
However, a small but growing
share of this volume is by
corporates and individuals
volunarily seeking “carbon
neutrality” by purchasing
carbon credits to offset their
carbon emissions proactively.
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No surprise, then, that corporate tenants are increasingly willing to pay more to lease an ecofriendly building. More than 75% of respondents to the CoreNet survey said they were willing
to pay at least a modest premium for such space, confirming the results of other studies.19 This
attitude is especially prevalent among the multi-national corporations that commission and
occupy a major share of Class A facilities. Many companies now set minimum global energyefficiency and/or green standards for the buildings they occupy – for reasons of both financial
returns and social accountability – and these standards often exceed the norm in their local
markets. While current economic worries are now inevitably redirecting some attention away
20
from sustainability to more basic operating fundamentals, the compelling business and
*
financial factors pressing firms into greener space will outlive these short-term market issues.
If evidence for corporate demand for greener facilities is clear, speculative developers
generally have been much slower to recognize the demand. Thus, in most markets, corporate
demand for green workplaces has preceded and far outstripped the supply response from the
market, forcing companies with the means to build or commission their own facilities. Another
approach for firms committed to reducing their greenhouse gases: purchasing carbon offsets,
in which firms “purchase” reductions in their greenhouse gas emissions to offset their carbon21
emitting activities, such as occupying facilities that consume energy (see box).
With the vast number of companies seeking to reduce their carbon emissions, the property
sector response is not keeping up with corporate demand for greener facilities. Thus, carbonoffset purchases will be the easiest short-term option in many markets. These purchases
represents revenue that otherwise could be captured by owners of green buildings, were they
available. Over time, however, the strong economic returns for energy retrofits and relative
ease of carbon reduction in the real estate sector compared to other industries – to say nothing
of the other compelling market arguments for greener properties – should create the
appropriate supply response in the form of more efficient buildings, and thereby limit the extent
and duration of carbon-offset purchases in the property sector.

*

As an example, Deutsche Bank, RREEF’s parent, announced this month its commitment to reaching
carbon neutrality by 2012, and is commencing a phased program to reduce its carbon footprint by 20%.
The bank intends to achieve this progress, in part, through energy efficiency investments and moving its
facilities to a “lower carbon-impact infrastructure,” as well as by purchasing carbon offsets as needed.
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Green and Socially Responsible Investing
In addition to traditional real estate buyers, green building is attracting the attention of two
other overlapping yet distinct groups of investors. First are the “next wave” investors intent on
capturing outsized returns by being early to identify and capitalize on the next big investment
trend, in this case, green investing. While there is no universally-accepted definition for “green
investing,” the category typically includes alternative energies and clean technology, as well as
sustainable property development. The United Nations estimates that almost $150 billion of
new money was raised globally in 2007 for investment in sustainable energy, a 60% rise over
2006; total transactions in sustainable energy, including acquisitions, amounted to almost $205
22
billion. More significantly, the UN expects investments will reach $450 billion annually within
five years, and $600 billion by 2020.
Focus: Measuring
Sustainability for SRI
Responding to investor desires
to screen their investments,
several independent
organizations have emerged in
recent years – GES Investment
Services, Vigeo, and Ethical
Investment Research Services
(EIRIS) in Europe, KLD
Research & Analytics and
Ceres in the United States, and
the Sustainable Investment
Research Institute (SIRIS) in
Australia – each with their own
methods for rating companies,
though little as yet is focused
on property firms.
Also facilitating SRI investing
are stock indices that set
minimum sustainability
measures for listed companies.
Among the most prominent are
the FTSE4Good Index Series
and the Dow Jones
Sustainability Group (DJSG)
Index. Much like the more
prominent Dow Jones Industrial
Index or the Nikkei 225, public
companies covet inclusion on
social responsibility indexes for
the exposure and prestige
conferred among the
corporations listed. Being listed
on such an index opens the
company up to a distinct and
growing group of investors,
which alone provides incentives
for firms to adopt more
sustainable business practices.
Again, as yet few real estate
firms qualify for these listings.

8

The other camp interested in green building is the “social” investors, a burgeoning group
concerned with the impacts of their investments, in addition to their returns. Referred to
generically as Socially Responsible Investing (SRI), and to Responsible Property Investing
(RPI) when focused on the real estate sector, adherents look at the “triple bottom line” that
tracks environmental and social impacts, as well as the traditional financial returns. This
market amounts to over $4.0 trillion in assets just in the US and Europe; the extent of SRI
23
investing within Asia is still modest, however. In sum, SRI is thought to account for more than
10% of total assets invested in Europe and the US, and is growing rapidly, both absolutely and
relative to all investments. A new survey of major asset managers controlling almost $20 trillion
24
in assets predicts a 35% increase in responsible investment over the next two years (though
it should be emphasized that this survey was conducted prior to the most recent spike in credit
market turmoil, which could blunt or delay these trends until the markets stabilize).
Despite its reputation for being the province of only socially-conscious investors, in fact SRI is
dominated by institutional investors and high net-worth individuals (HNWIs), who together
control more than 70% of the SRI assets under management in the US, and 94% of the SRI
assets in Europe. Environmental concerns rank among the top issues for SRI investors. So
green investing is well positioned to appeal to both “next wave” and “social” investors.
Nor is SRI is confined to the developed economies. A recent global survey found that 12% of
HNWIs worldwide allocate at least part of their investment portfolio to green investing. The
greatest percentage of investors going green were found in the Middle East (20%) and Europe
(17%), followed by Latin America (15%) and then Asia (13%). By far the lowest participation
was found in North America, where only 5% of HNWIs allocated part of their portfolio holdings
25
to green investing.

The Capital Market Response
The capital markets have responded as well. Several organizations now help investors screen
their investments (see box). And numerous investment firms now focus on green and other
types of SRI investments, providing opportunities for social investors to channel their capital
according to their specific moral principles. Long-standing players in this space include Calvert
Group, Domini Social Investments, and Innovest Strategic Value Advisors in the US, The
Ethical Funds Company in Canada, and Barchester Green and Sustainable Asset
Management (SAM) Group in Europe.
Also significant in this realm is the increasing social activism practiced by mainstream
institutional investors. RPI is becoming especially common with public pension funds, which
account for a huge share of real estate ownership worldwide. In Western Europe, Australia,
and elsewhere, many major pension funds include sustainability principles among their core
26
investment criteria and strategy. The advisors that select and evaluate the investment firms
that acquire and manage real estate on behalf of pension funds are now starting to consider
sustainability in the process. Industry leaders such as Hermes Real Estate, PruPIM, and
Morley, all UK-based investment managers, Kennedy Associates in the US, Dutch-based ING
Real Estate, and Investa Funds Management based in Australia, all highlight their
27
sustainability record as key operating attributes.
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Moreover, the staff making investment decisions and board members setting policies for the
pension funds are subject to the same societal forces propelling socially-conscious investing
generally – plan participants want to feel good about the uses to which their capital are
devoted. In some countries pension funds are required by law (e.g., the Netherlands and
Sweden) or board policy (e.g., California) to consider social and environmental issues in their
investment decisions and policies; other countries have disclosure regulations requiring
pension funds to state the extent to which social, environmental and ethical criteria are part of
their investment decisions (e.g., Belgium, Germany, France, Sweden and the UK).
In turn, these institutional investors – who control vast sums of investment capital – pressure
companies to adopt greener business practices, through “engagement” (dialogue with
corporate officers to encourage a desired policies or behavior) or more activist shareholder
interventions (e.g., proxy initiatives). Pension funds can act even more directly with firms in
the real estate sector, entering into joint ventures for sustainable property development (as is
becoming more common in the US); selecting investment managers based on their
sustainability record (as is becoming the norm in the UK and Australia); or pressuring their
investment managers to adopt greener property management practices. Two of the leading
public pension funds in the US, CalPERS and CalSTRS, jointly committed to a 20% energy
*
reduction in the “core” (stabilized) portfolio over a five-year period.

The Rise of Global Real Estate Players and Global Capital Flows
Accentuating growing investor demands for sustainable property is the greater global reach of
capital today. Not long ago, real estate was viewed as among the most local of industries, with
investors building and buying only in the nearby geographic markets they knew best. Local
knowledge still is vital for profitable property investing. But today sophisticated property
investors seek out opportunities in ever-more distant markets spanning national and even
international opportunities in order to capitalize on the value of their brand and expertise. In
this sense real estate investing trends parallel those in many other industries in which firms
have developed global strategies, even if the particulars fueling globalization vary by industry.
Major investors also seek global opportunities as part of their efforts to diversify their portfolios
across geographies, product types, and asset classes.
As a result, cross-border real estate investment is now commonplace. Jones Lang LaSalle
28
estimates that there was $759 billion of commercial property transactions in 2007 worldwide.
As shown in Exhibit 8, virtually half (47%) of the transactions by value were cross-border, and
almost a third (32%) were interregional (from Asia to Europe, say), amounting to $357 billion
and $242 billion, respectively, last year.
Exhibit 8
Global Real Estate Transactions - Domestic vs. Cross-Border
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Moreover, cross-border transactions have been increasing each year, both absolutely and
relative to all real estate sales. The value of cross-border transactions last year was up almost
20% over the $299 billion in 2006, and was four times the volume of only four years ago. As a
*

CalPERS is the California Public Employee Retirement System, while CalSTRS is the California State
Teachers Retirement System.
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result, cross-border sales rose from barely a quarter of all property transactions in 2003 to
almost half in 2007. With the recent tumult in credit markets, real estate transactions of all
29
sorts, domestic and cross-border, have been down sharply in 2008. But the longer-term
trends to increasing cross-border investment are clear and likely to endure, if not expand.

Focus: Real Estate Markets Go
Global
Global property investors and
builders typically rely on a
network of regional offices to
source and execute deals, but a
host of other factors is enabling
investors to expand their
investment horizons:
• the growing institutionalization
of real estate markets and
standardization of real estate
products across regions;
• falling trade and ownership
barriers, though many
limitations and impediments
certainly still remain,
particularly in the emerging
economies;
• the greater transparency of
many property markets; and,
• the increasing availability,
quality and reliability of thirdparty property market and
transaction data,.
As a result, property developers
and investors who are successful
in one region or country now can
more easily export their business
model into new geographies far
removed from their home base.

In turn, this capital flow has enabled real estate firms to grow far larger than they were a
generation ago, and thereby pursue portfolios of global range. Other global factors are making
such far-reaching expansion plans easier to pursue as well (see box). A recent report from
Real Capital Analytics (“RCA”) identified 167 firms each transacting at least $1 billion in
30
property sales in 2007, the vast majority working internationally. The top 50 buyers alone
31
acquired $193 billion in cross-border property assets, with the least buying $1.6 billion. In
total, RCA found that “over 1,000 different individuals or companies were active cross-border
32
property buyers in 2007 and the number of participants is increasing rapidly.”
The rise of global real estate players abets sustainability as best practices from around the
world are shared through their network of local offices. Firms learn about energy-saving and
market-pleasing building techniques in one region and then share that knowledge across their
platform. Plus, fully-integrated firms can find it easier and fruitful to set global operating
standards, based on their best practices.
A prominent example is US-based ProLogis, the largest owner and manager of distribution
facilities in the world. The firm committed itself in 2007 to pursuing green certification for all
new construction projects using recognized green building rating systems where they exist
(namely LEED in the United States, BREEAM in the United Kingdom, and CASBEE in Japan),
and to utilize a “global standards checklist” they created for all other regions. Their goal is to
build a global brand recognized for sustainability in all of their markets.
Other firms have adopted comparable goals or policies. In fact, most of the leading crossborder investors on the RCA top buyer list have adopted strong environmental policies,
including #1 Morgan Stanley, which recently purchased Investa, a leading Australian
sustainability investor, and #2 Unibail, which adopted a set of sustainability development
principles in 2003, including meeting France’s “Factor 4” energy savings plan for all projects.
The cumulative impact of all these major players insisting on sustainable development and
operations is to force greener market standards even in advance of government regulations.
Already most property firms benchmark their own practices and property portfolio against the
evolving market standards. Soon firms that do not rapidly transform to meet these standards
will find themselves at a competitive disadvantage – in terms of property performance, ability to
attract capital, and ultimately financial performance.

The Environmental Movement and Multilateral Change Agents
A final global force underlying the move to greener buildings has been pressure from the
worldwide environmental movement. Perhaps uniquely among the great social movements of
the past century, environmentalism has been virtually universal, with significant interest in all
regions around the world, and largely grassroots, with much of the action occurring at a very
local level and through small organizations, before coalescing and rising up to drive national
and international action. The universality of environmental concerns is shown in the polling
data reviewed in the Regional Analysis section of this paper. Even in some of the least
democratic nations suffering from deplorable polluted levels, citizens are clamoring for greater
environmental action – and governments are responding.
To a large extent, though, the environmental pressures on the real estate industry have been
more indirect than direct, by influencing parties that interact with property owners. For
example, corporate tenants are motivated to seek greener facilities in order to attract and
retain workers, differentiate their products, improve their image to consumers, and satisfy
shareholder demands, all of which have ties to environmental concerns.
Similarly, environmental consciousness underpins much of the interest in responsible property
investing and sustainability investing generally. Important in this regard is the role of
investment forums and various independent groups that either pressure companies to
act/invest more sustainably and/or rate sustainability performance. Eurosif is a pan-European
10
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group whose mission is to advance sustainability through financial markets. Among its many
activities, Eurosif provides members with research on “legislation, policies and practices for the
integration of social, environmental, ethical and governance issues into European financial
services.” Their report on the real estate industry highlights “the major social and
environmental challenges facing the European real estate industry and the associated risks
33
and opportunities these pose for long-term financial returns.”
Other prominent groups include the Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR), a US-based
network of 60+ institutional investors who control over $5 trillion in assets, and the Institutional
Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC), a comparable European group with over 45
*
members representing about €4 trillion of assets. Each group seeks to educate both members
and other institutional inventors on the challenges and opportunities presented by climate
change, and each has issued detailed action plans committing its members to more
34
sustainable business and investment practices.
But perhaps the most influential environmental forces from the environmental movement are
filtered through broader multilateral organizations. Among the most prominent is United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). With a mandate to “coordinate the development of
environmental policy consensus,” the UNEP pressures both governments and the business
community to undertake action. With a budget of over $300 million and staff of over 500
professionals, UNEP has established numerous working groups based on industry affiliations
and other functional areas.
Of particular relevance to green building, the UNEP has a group focused on Financial
Institutions (UNEP FI), and within that, a Property Working Group (PWG). Central to PWG’s
agenda has been developing and pushing adoption of Responsible Property Investment (RPI)
principles. Toward this end, PWG has published several reports highlighting notable RPI
accomplishments by industry leaders as a means of rewarding achievement but also
35
disseminating industry best practices.

The Role of Government
Governments have been a dominant force in the move toward more sustainable property.
Often acting under pressure from the environmental movement, in most countries the public
sector has forced changes on the real estate industry, often well in advance of the business
sector’s own schedule for adoption. Although not a global force per se, many government
initiatives are spreading internationally through multilateral agents such as the United Nations.
The public sector influences property markets in at least three key ways:
 regulation of what buildings can be constructed and how they are to be managed;
 taxation and environmental regulation that alter market dynamics; and,
 the occupancy and construction of their own facilities.
In addition, governments play an indirect role of increasing tenant demand and developer by
raising awareness and demonstrating proof of concept. Often governments commission the
earliest green buildings in a locality, providing the local market with the first tangible
experience with sustainable building practices.
Building Construction and Operation – Government’s most direct impact on green building is
by setting minimum standards for new construction. Typically, these mandates are
promulgated through building codes, whether at the federal level (most European countries) or
local governments (the US). Governments also can require existing buildings to operate more
efficiently, as India’s Energy Conservation Act mandated in 2002. And these regulations are
getting more extreme. The influential California State government recently enacted legislation
phasing in escalating sustainability standards for all residential and commercial buildings, and
eventually requiring buildings to be fully “carbon neutral.” Other governments in Europe and
elsewhere are considering comparable regulations.
*

Deutsche Asset Management (DeAM), the parent organization of RREEF, signed INCR’s 2008 Action
Plan as a “supporter in principle,” while DWS Investments, the mutual fund arm of Deutsche Asset
Management, is a member of IIGCC.
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Regional Focus: The EPBD in
Europe
The Energy Performance for
Buildings Directive (EPBD) may
prove to be the single most
significant driving force for
sustainability in Europe, if not the
world. Enacted by the European
Commission in 2002 to meet
Europe’s Kyoto commitment,
EPBD sets out various energy
efficiency requirements for all EU
countries.
The EPBD has three main
components:
• minimum energy performance
for all new development and
major renovations;
• Energy Performance
Certificates (EPCs) for all
existing buildings when they
are sold or rented; and,
• regular inspections of air
conditioning systems and
boilers.
All counties will use a common
system of letter ratings, though
each country is developing their
own methods for calculating
energy performance and
ensuring compliance. All nations
are required to implement their
systems by January 2009, though
some are sure to miss the
deadline, while others have
already implemented the rules
(e.g., Denmark in 2006).
While each element will make its
mark on building sustainability,
the EPCs will have the largest
and most immediate impact on
commercial property investors.
Building owners will not be able
to execute normal business
transactions (leases and sales)
without the EPCs. An
independent energy inspection is
mandated for obtaining an EPC,
requiring significant outlays and
lead-time; already some markets
report a backlog of inspection
requests and a shortage of
qualified inspectors.

Another mechanism for change is through the light of transparency: Several jurisdictions in
Japan require all buildings to obtain and post their CASBEE rating, but do not mandate a
particular rating level. Countries in the European Union are implementing measures to comply
with the EPBD (see box). In addition to raising the bar for new construction and major
renovations, the EPBD requires commercial buildings to rate their energy “performance” as a
pre-condition for any transactions (sales or new leases). While these required Energy
Performance Certificates (EPCs) set no standards for existing buildings, the very act of
requiring owners to disclose the energy efficiency of their buildings is likely to motivate them to
upgrade their buildings – especially when all new buildings will be constructed to greener
standards.
Market Dynamics – The public sector can influence energy efficiency and other sustainable
building practices by raising the cost of inefficiency or subsidizing moves to more sustainable
buildings. Examples abound in virtually every country. China has a “tax and fee rebate”
system, which rewards low-energy buildings and penalizes less efficient buildings. In the US,
many utilities provide subsidies to buildings renovating to greater energy efficiency while local
governments provide expedited approvals for green buildings.
Increasingly, however, governments are moving from providing incentives for doing good to
penalizing for not doing good. Under terms of the Kyoto treaty, developed countries must
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, and many countries are considering either “carbon
taxes” or “cap and trade” schemes that would raise the relative cost of operating less efficient
buildings. To date, governments have not capped emissions for investment property, focusing
instead on power plants and other major greenhouse gas emitters. However, with the greater
recognition of the building sector’s role in consuming energy, extending greenhouse caps to
tradition real estate should not be unexpected.
Tenancy and Development – Finally, governments are also pushing green construction
through the standards they set for their own occupancy. In most countries, the federal
government represents the single largest tenant and developer in the nation – typically by a
wide margin. By this market domination the public sector establishes de facto market
standards, even if unintentionally. On top of this, the public sector typically sets higher
standards for its own facilities – whether leased or owned – than it does for the private sector.
This is especially true in the developing world (China and India being prominent examples, if in
principle more than actuality), but throughout developed countries as well.
At the same time, it must be pointed out that not all government policies serve to enhance
sustainability. In many emerging economies, energy prices are heavily subsidized, in contrast
to most developed nations, where prices are raised through special taxes. As discussed in our
Regional Analysis below, such subsidies can undermine sustainability efforts by reducing
incentives for energy consumption.

The Business Case
As with the public sector role, the business case for green buildings is not directly linked to
globalization, but nonetheless is fundamental to attracting investor interest. These market
dynamics were covered exhaustively in our earlier paper, though given the small universe of
investor-owned green buildings, the evidence was hardly definitive with respect to building
performance. In short, the available data suggested that sustainable buildings command
higher rents and lower vacancies, and lease-up quicker than conventional buildings, and
certainly have lower energy and other operating expenses. Moreover, the cost premium for
green construction can be minimal to non-existent. Plus, green buildings are eligible for a
variety of incentives that can more than offset any putative cost premiums. Together, these
factors point to premium returns on green building investments.
Today the universe of investor-owned certified green buildings is still small. Nonetheless, more
36
recent studies all support these benefits to varying extents. To be sure, these early studies all
37
have drawbacks, but it is significant that no major study to date has failed to find at least
some positive performance impact, even if the precise figures are elusive.
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For existing buildings, the costs and net benefits of renovating to green standards is less
certain or quantifiable because the extreme diversity of the standing stock (e.g., age, condition,
quality) makes blanket conclusions impossible. Nonetheless, a growing body of successful
projects demonstrates feasibility in a wide variety of circumstances, particularly with respect to
energy-efficiency initiatives.
Lastly, questions still remain as to the financial premiums – whether green buildings command
lower capitalization rates or yield higher returns on investment, particularly now that
transactions are frozen in many market due to the weakness in the credit markets. Despite the
explosion of green buildings, few buildings have sold to investors. (For perspective, CoStar
reports only 12 transactions during 2007 involving LEED-certified buildings in the entire United
States, with a total value of under $1.5 billion. By comparison, the US office market saw over
38
$210 billion in assets change hands in over 4,000 transactions. ) Nonetheless, green
buildings should trade at elevated values relative to conventional buildings due to their lower
life-cycle and operating costs, greater tenant demand, and expected longer life span.
In short, green buildings do not seem to cost much more to build than conventional buildings
but can yield substantial operating cost savings. Demand for greener property is outstripping
the industry’s ability, or at least willingness, to supply it, leading to at least temporary rent and
occupancy premiums. Add in the subsidies available to greener buildings – and now penalties
for non-green buildings – and a favorable return profile relative to conventional buildings
seems probable, if not certain.

The Role of Globalization Reconsidered
Often it is assumed that trade globalization increases greenhouse gases and pollution
generally, as goods are shipped further, consuming more energy, while developed nations
“export” their pollution by moving their production to less-developed nations where
environmental regulations are more lax. However, recent studies have begun to question this
“race to the bottom” hypothesis by examining the positive local impacts of the technology and
39
business practices that accompany this international trade. This trade may lead to more
sustainable standards in the new markets, particularly when multinational companies establish
subsidiaries in new regions, which facilitates this knowledge transfer.
But these analyses have focused on the manufacturing and trade of physical products across
borders. Left unexamined are how these trade dynamics play out in the real estate sector,
where ideas, rather than finished physical products, are the main items shipped across
borders. Clearly, when the economies of less-developed nations start to mature, the physical
nature of the building stock changes as well – typically to non-indigenous designs that use
energy much more intensively. Witness the explosive growth of western-style skyscrapers and
shopping malls in China and India.
What’s new is the greater technological sophistication of this construction – facilitated by the
flow of financial and intellectual capital that accompanies international trade – thus allowing for
more energy-efficient structures than might otherwise been built. These forces enable the local
market to leapfrog from rudimentary indigenous technology to world-class designs, which can
be especially successful when building practices are adapted to local markets, such as using
regional building materials and adapting building prototypes to local climates. Finally, rising
incomes due to global trade can be expected to raise already elevated public awareness and
concerns with environmental degradation, putting additional pressure on the local property
markets to adopt more eco-friendly approaches.
How these forces ultimately play out is a matter of empirical inquiry beyond the scope of our
analysis. The issue for investors, however, is whether the project economics and global market
demands will be sufficient to tip the scales toward greener construction in the emerging
economies. To be sure, evidence of a strong sustainability sentiment in the real estate markets
of most emerging nations is thin, and the few examples of greener construction are
overwhelmed by the sheer volume of all new construction. Nonetheless, the pressures for
greener property from global investors and tenants alike are likely to prove inexorable and over
time will raise sustainability standards even in emerging nations.
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Green Building Markets
As we noted above, characterizing the size and other features of the green building market is
elusive due to regional and industry inconsistencies in definitions and recordkeeping.
Nonetheless, the extent of green building now is large and growing swiftly.
Still, the investment community has not yet embraced green building as a discrete investment
class, as it has, say, renewable energy. In part, this may be because green buildings are not
as fundamentally distinct from conventional buildings as is, say, solar energy from nuclear or
carbon-based energy. The differences, after all, are more matters of degree, so what renders
one building “sustainable” and another not is ultimately a subjective determination – and
definitions of “green building” vary widely across regions, even within countries. Also, unlike
most other green products, what makes buildings sustainable has as much (if not more) to do
with their operation as their design and construction.
But perhaps most important in holding back a broader recognition of green building as a
separate investment class is the limited supply of certified investible product. As explained
previously, most certified green buildings have been built by, and continue to be occupied by,
government and corporate owner/users. The pendulum has started to swing more to thirdparty developers, with more speculative buildings and a decreasing share of net leased, builtto-suit and owner-occupied buildings, but the numbers of multi-tenant, investor-owned green
buildings are still small.
Thus, few certified green buildings are in the hands of non-occupying investors, limiting
opportunities for new investors – though sale-leasebacks remain one largely untapped market.
To the extent that private investors are participating in green building, virtually all activity has
been undertaken by private funds, often with the partnership of public pension funds, such as
the Hines-CalPERS Green Investment Fund. Most are development or value-added funds, as
so little standing green product is brought to market for purchase by investors. Nonetheless,
green-only core funds do exist, such as Investa’s Commercial Property Fund in Australia,
Commonwealth Property Office Fund from Colonial First State, also in Australia, and
Wereldhave in the Netherlands, though not all assets in these funds are certified as green.
These funds are certain to grow in number and size as more product comes to market.
With so few green buildings available for purchase, the public equity markets, which tend to
focus on existing product over development, have been minor in this area. Several REITs and
mutual funds have been established that focus on green building, but they are all small or use
broad definitions of what constitutes “green real estate” – purchasing the stocks of building
materials makers and solar power firms, for example, in addition to shares in property firms. Of
the 40+ firms tracked by investment banking firm Canaccord Adams in their global Green
Building Index, only four are real estate owners, none of which is actually entirely green.
40
Similarly, real estate accounts for only a small share of assets in most SRI funds.
Investment opportunities are also limited by the multiplicity of green building standards and
certification programs. Without a common standard, compiling assets for a green building fund
is daunting. Toward that end, initiatives are underway in capital markets around the world to
develop standards for “green mortgages,” which then could serve as a foundation for
securitized green products (e.g., commercial mortgage-backed securities or CMBS), while
other groups are seeking greater agreement on green product definitions as a prelude to the
proliferation of green mutual funds and REITs. This standardization is fundamental to attracting
greater investor interest because CMBS and REITs account for such large shares of overall
retail estate capital, yet for now are effectively out of the green building market.
A final obstacle concerns the misalignment between landlord and tenant interests in investorowned properties. This is particularly the case with “net leased” properties in which the tenant
incurs all utility and maintenance expenses, and thus would capture all the financial benefits
from (landlord-provided) green renovations, at least during the lease term. In response, the
industry has developed several innovations under the umbrella of “green leases,” in which
landlord and tenant agree on how the responsibilities and benefits can be shared equitably.
41
Australia is widely recognized as being a leader in this field. While new or unknown in many
markets, the proliferation of green leases could help accelerate green building retrofits.
14
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Regional Analysis
While various factors are raising the bar throughout the world, considerable regional variation
still remains in adoption of sustainable real estate practices. In this section, we examine these
patterns and explore what accounts for these differences, building on the analytical framework
introduced in the first section. The objective: to determine the potential for sustainable new
construction and retrofits in each country, and the key drivers in each area.
We consider six categories of factors associated with greener real estate practices:
•

Government – the extent to which governments require or encourage green building, as
well as their capacity to enforce these policies;

•

Tenants – the demand by space occupiers for greener space;

•

Investors – the demand by real estate investors for greener space;

•

Societal Attitudes – pressures by the general public for greener space;

•

Real Estate Sector – the experience and familiarity of local real estate players with
building and operating greener product; and,

•

Economic Factors – market incentives to adopt greener space, and the ability to afford
such space, based on national income and relative energy costs and usage.

Each category has between three and six factors touching on different aspects of the issue.
Factors are evaluated on a country basis, scaled from 0 (worst or least) to 10 (best or most);
these country scores are then aggregated to determine regional scores in each major
category, and a final overall regional score. We tracked trends in 49 countries, sorted into
three regions (Europe, Americas, and Asia-Pacific), and divided them between developed
nations and emerging economies. More detailed explanations of the factors, methods, and
sources may be found in Appendix A.

Overview of Findings
In measuring sustainability potential in countries around the world, stage of economic
development tends to be more important than geographic region. That is, there is greater
similarity among the developed nations of the world, regardless of region, than there is among
the many nations in different stages of development within each region, as shown in Exhibit 9.
Exhibit 9
Total Green Scores By Region
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Relative to emerging economies, developed nations have far greater market and institutional
pressures to adopt sustainable business practices, as well as greater financial capacity to build
green. Less-developed nations tend to score particularly low in the real estate capacity and
investor demand categories. However, the spread in scores between developing and
developed nations is reduced by relatively high scores in societal attitudes and economic
incentives across most nations. Overall, developed nations in Western/Northern Europe, the
Americas, and Asia-Pacific all score within a relatively tight range near 7.0 on a 10-point scale.
However, the similar overall scores for the developed nations mask considerable variation
among them in the individual categories. By contrast, the developing regions score within a
range of 3.7 to 4.7, while the four large developing “BRIC” nations (Brazil, Russia, India, and
China) collectively score a 4.3 on the 10-point score.
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Government
The public sector is among the strongest drivers for sustainability worldwide. This category is
led by Western Europe, which scores consistently high for both the breadth and effectiveness
of federal legislation, as well as initiatives by local governments, as measured primarily by
participation in various global environmental programs (Exhibit 10). The developed nations of
Asia-Pacific (e.g., Australia, New Zealand, and Japan) also score highly; the US and Canada
score well relative to developing nations, but stand a significant step below their counterparts
in Asia and Western Europe. Prominent government initiatives include Europe’s Energy
Performance of Buildings Directive and the mandating of a CASBEE rating for all new
buildings in many Japanese cities.
Exhibit 10
Government Scores By Region
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Among the developing nations, the countries of Central and Eastern Europe tend to score
highest, followed by the BRIC nations, and then the developing nations of Asia. Ranking last is
Latin America, where the public sector provides little pressure on the business sector to be
sustainable, particularly at the local level, where most land use decisions are made.

Tenants and Investors
As the actors interacting most directly with property owners and managers, tenants and
investors exert powerful financial pressures as to what properties get built and how they are
maintained. Here again, developed nations consistently and significantly outpace developing
nations in the extent to which major players demonstrate concern with sustainability issues, as
measured by corporate participation in various global environmental initiatives. Both tenant
and investor pressures rank high in all three major developed regions, with space occupiers in
Asia-Pacific nations showing the greatest green sensibility, while North America has the
greenest investors (Exhibits 11 and 12).
Exhibit 11
Tenant Scores By Region

Exhibit 12
Investor Scores By Region
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In the emerging economies, we see a substantial split between tenant and investor
preferences. Tenant demands in the developing nations are generally close to those in the
more developed nations, with the exception of Central/Eastern Europe, where tenants do not
seem to place as high a priority on green issues. In the investment sector, however, the split is
much greater, with all of the emerging economies lagging far behind their counterparts in the
16
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more developed nations. Few financial institutions based in the developing world have either
signed the Carbon Disclosure survey or joined the United Nations Environment Program for
Financial Institutions. With the escalating global flow of capital, the importance of this issue
might decline over time – “regressive” regional financial institutions might find themselves at a
competitive disadvantage in global capital markets relative to more “progressive” capital
providers. But with property markets still fundamentally local, particularly in less developed
countries, this issue might ultimately not exert as much market pressure as some of the other
economic factors considered here.

Societal Attitudes
Compared to the market pressures exerted by tenants and investors, those from the public at
large are more indirect, but over time public sentiment probably more accurately reflects the
will of the society and ultimately the direction each country will take. And in this category we
see the greatest degree of consistency among developed and developing nations of the world,
as measured by polling data and the prevalence of environmental organizations. Demand for
government and businesses to reduce pollution and act more sustainability can be as strong in
many poor and developing countries as in the most developed nations.
Exhibit 13
Societal Attitude Scores By Region
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Nonetheless, differences do exist and are generally consistent with the stereotype that
environmentalism is more associated with affluent nations (Exhibit 13). The highest scores
were recorded in Western Europe, followed by developed Asia-Pacific, and then Latin
America. The laggards were developing Asia-Pacific and the BRIC nations.

Economic Factors and the Real Estate Sector
In the economic category, we analyze factors that determine each country’s incentives and
ability to pay for more sustainable business practices, and in many cases these factors are
offsetting. Less-developed nations tend to use far less energy per capita, but their production
methods are often inefficient, so they can use considerably more energy per unit of GDP,
providing incentive for greater energy efficiency. However, developing nations also tend to be
less urbanized and have lower energy prices (due to either direct access to energy supplies or
subsidies), which reduces their incentives to build efficiently, while lower incomes reduce their
ability to pay. On balance, the developed nations have greater ability and incentive to pursue
sustainable solutions. However, the relatively tight range of scores demonstrates the offsetting
nature of some of the underlying factors (Exhibits 14 and 15 on next page).
Building green also requires exposure to the latest building technologies as well as a
developed infrastructure of trained professionals – not just engineers and architects, but also
property managers, lenders, and other service providers experienced in this product.
The US is a clear leader in certifying both green buildings and professionals, although, as
noted previously, this data overstates the true differential in green building construction, which
reflects, in part, the greater desire to “keep score” in the US. Nonetheless, we conclude there
are meaningful differences among the regions that will limit green building in the lessdeveloped nations, at least in the short term, until the green building infrastructure deepens.
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Exhibit 14
Economic Factor Scores By Region

Exhibit 15
Real Estate Sector Scores By Region
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Summary Regional Conclusions
Pulling these results together, we see that the developed nations consistently outscore the
less-developed countries, and even attain very similar overall scores – near 7.0 on a 10-point
scale. However, the countries demonstrate considerable variation in both degree of variability
and in their relative strengths. Perhaps true to common perceptions, market forces loom larger
in North America (especially the Real Estate Sector and Investors), while social forces rank
highest in Western Europe (especially Government and Societal Attitudes). The greatest
variability among the six categories is shown in the United States and Canada, where Societal
Attitudes are conspicuously low. By contrast, the developed countries of Asia-Pacific show the
greatest consistency across the six categories, implying that all sectors of society provide
moderately high incentives or pressure to reform. Western/Northern Europe falls in between,
but closer to the pattern of developed Asia-Pacific (Exhibit 16 next page).
The emerging economies show much greater variation both among regions and among the
categories within each region. The highest results are attained in Latin America, where the
greatest drivers are Societal Attitudes and Economic Factors; relatively little pressure for
sustainability comes from Investors and the Real Estate Sector. The developing Asia-Pacific
region scores lower overall, but here Tenants are relatively strong drivers, in addition to the
Real Estate Sector. The lowest scores are found in the developing nations of Central and
Eastern Europe. As with Latin America, the greatest drivers will be Societal Attitudes and
Economic Factors, while the Real Estate Sector and Investors will not be strong factors.
Scores in the developing BRIC nations are most similar to those in developing Asia, home to
two of the four BRIC countries.

Investment Opportunities
Property investment opportunities in the green building arena may be divided into two broad
categories: new sustainable construction and retrofit to greener standards. New construction
potential depends primarily on the degree of economic growth, while retrofit potential depends
more on the extent and nature of the standing stock. In each case, the share of construction
activity that will ultimately be green will depend on the factors reflected in our green scores.
The difference in real estate investment opportunities between faster-growing developing
nations and more mature economies is highlighted in a new study from the Urban Land
42
Institute (ULI). As the report argues, simple demographics – relative growth rates and
population age profiles -- will force decisive shifts in new construction to the fast-growing
countries of Asia, and to a lesser extent Africa, while the more developed countries of North
America and especially Western Europe will have much less need for new construction. In fact,
in some European countries, where population is falling, replacement property and
rehabilitation may be the only real estate product needed unless demographic patterns shift.
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Exhibit 16: Summary of Sustainability Level Scores by Region
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Our analysis generally concurs with those broad conclusions, but considers these trends in the
context of global greening trends, a perspective not addressed in the ULI study. We focus our
investment analysis on 20 of the largest economies in Europe, Asia and the Americas. For
new construction, we compare New Construction Potential based on growth prospects (y
axis) with our Green Scores (x axis), and scaled by the value of projected new “investible”
*
development (indicated by the size of bubble).

*

Specifically, the starting point for New Construction Potential is projected economic growth (2007-12),
taking into account the nation’s per-capita GDP (as a proxy for ability to afford). This measure is arrayed
against the Sustainability Level calculated previously, but excluding the economic factors. Finally, these
scores are scaled by the absolute value of new construction projected for the next five years. In turn, the
value of new construction is based on estimates of the size of each country’s “investible” stock, as
estimated in prior study by RREEF Research.
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Several patterns and findings emerge from this new construction analysis (Exhibit 17):
•

There is a clear negative correlation between the Sustainability Level Score and the New
Construction Potential – the faster-growing countries tend to have lower green scores and
visa versa. The “greenest” countries such as the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and
Sweden are among the nations likely to support the least amount of new construction in
the coming years.

•

Developed nations tend to have higher green scores and relatively low Construction
Potential scores, whereas the developing nations tend to have lower green scores and
relatively high Construction Potential scores. Thus, most developed nations can expect
relatively little new construction but a high proportion will be green, whereas the
developing nations can expect greater construction but a lower portion will be green.

•

The US will lead the world in the value of new construction, followed by China, though
China will experience a far greater volume of construction in terms of building area
(construction and land values are far lower in China compared to the US). Moreover, a
much greater share construction in the US will be green relative to that in China.

•

Other countries with a high value of green construction will be the UK, Japan, France,
Germany, and Spain. Among countries with high values of total predicted construction, the
lowest share going for green construction is likely to be in Russia. The emerging
economies of India, South Korea, and Turkey will have only moderate amounts of new
green construction.
Exhibit 17: New Construction Potential
Green Building Investment Opportunities
Scaled by Value of New Construction
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These patterns are flipped when considering retrofit potential. Again, we use Sustainability
Level to predict the extent to which construction activity will be green. However, in this case we
base construction potential not on growth prospects but rather on indications of wealth and
past growth: stage of economic development, degree of urbanization, and GDP. Finally, the
scores are scaled by the size of the existing “retrofit stock” – that is, the total size of the
standing stock, adjusted for age of the stock as a proxy for condition of stock and construction
technology: the older the stock, the greater the need for renovation and renewal of the
*
operating components.
Among the findings that emerge from the retrofit analysis (Exhibit 18 on next page):
•

Retrofit Potential is positively correlated with the Sustainability Level – the more
developed countries tend to have both higher green scores and greater retrofit potential.
The “greenest” countries such as the United Kingdom, Sweden, Australia, Germany, and
Canada, are among the nations likely to experience the greatest retrofit construction
activity in the coming years.

*

Here again we rely on prior RREEF Research to determine the size (in dollar amounts) of the “investible”
stock, which we then adjust by age of stock based on growth rates by decade over the past 50 years.
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•

Taking into account the size of the investible stock (in dollar-equivalent value), again the
United States will be a major center of activity, followed by Japan. Other leaders include
the United Kingdom, Sweden, France, and Germany. Italy, too, has a large stock of
property appropriate for rehabilitation, but thus far, the country has exhibited relatively low
*
sustainability leanings compared to most major developed economies.

•

Fast-growing China and India both have a relatively small and newer standing stock –
again, counting only the investible portion – as well as low incentives for renovation, and
thus are likely to experience only minor retrofit volumes. And again, Russia seems poised
to capture relatively little green construction activity, despite its size, due to its minimal
green tendencies and low incentives for renovation.
Exhibit 18: Retrofit Potential
Green Retrofit Investment Opportunities
Scaled by Value of Potential Retrofit Stock - 2007
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In summary, some of the greatest opportunities for investors to leverage emerging global
green standards will be in the less-developed regions of the world – despite various factors
that inhibit environmental business practices – due to their much faster rates of population and
economic growth. On the other hand, the disproportionate wealth and property investment in
the developed world, in conjunction with greater acceptance of sustainability principles,
provides more opportunities to improve the efficiency of the standing inventory.
Overall, the greatest opportunities for green building investment overall will be in the United
States due to its large stock of aging investible real estate and sizable population growth
relative to the world’s mature economies, as well as increasing green business practices and
government policies. The United Kingdom, Germany, and Japan also rank high for both new
construction and retrofits, as shown in the table on the following page.
China should see a significant amount of green construction due to its tremendous growth,
though the green share of construction will be only moderate. Canada and Australia are
notable for green building investment opportunities due to the strength of their sustainability
commitments, despite relatively limited growth prospects. Outside these top markets, other
leading markets include Brazil, India, and Russia among the “BRIC” nations, as well as South
Korea, Italy, and Sweden.

*

One limitation of this methodology is that it does not reflect the extent of green retrofits completed to date,
which may overstate the retrofit potential in countries such as Japan that have been leaders in raising
building efficiency standards. Although impossible to quantify across all countries with precision, the
distortions introduced by this omission are not believed to be material overall. Even in the countries that
have been the most proactive in upgrading their overall stock, new construction accounts for most of the
green buildings; relatively few buildings, especially those more than 25 years old, have been upgraded to
meet the full range of emerging sustainable building standards.
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Top Markets for Green Construction and Retrofits
Ranked by Size of Investible Opportunties

Projected
Construction
Volume

Green Share

Investible
Green
Opportunity

United States
China / HK
United Kingdom
Germany
Japan
France
Canada
Australia
South Korea
Spain

Very Large
Very Large
Large
Large
Large
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate
Very High
High
High
High
High
Very High
Moderate
Moderate

Very Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Green Retrofits

Size of
Retrofit
Market*

Green Share

Investible
Green
Opportunity

Very Large
Large
Large
Large
Moderate
Moderate
Small
Small
Small
Small

High
High
Very High
High
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Very High

Very Large
Large
Large
Large
Moderate
Moderate
Small
Small
Small
Small

New Construction

United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Germany
France
Italy
Canada
Netherlands
Spain
Australia

* Size of investible real estate market adjusted for age of stock
Source: RREEF Research

Implications for Investors
A host of factors is driving the real estate sector worldwide to adopt more sustainable
practices, including tenant and investor demands, societal pressures, and especially
government regulation. Rapidly rising energy prices and perceptions of escalating climate
change are also prompting transformation in the industry. Less directly, but just as important,
these industry trends are being facilitated by the rapid expansion of global capital flows. Not so
long ago real estate was thought to be the most local of industries. Real estate is still a more
local business than most, but the landscape now increasingly features actors global in scope.
A rising number of developers, investors, and tenants operate across multiple regions in
numerous markets.
The result is growing product and operating standardization across regions. Knowledge and
expectations are transferred from market to market, raising the bar even in less-developed
countries, particularly as experience and adaptation to local materials and customs drive down
first costs for sustainable building.
These dynamics present both a variety of opportunities for investors – as well as risks and
challenges. In some markets, the shift to sustainability has been so complete that green
buildings cannot be thought of as a distinct class of property – it’s already the new standard.
particularly in Europe and parts of developed Asia. Nonetheless, in many other markets,
sustainable buildings undoubtedly still are regarded as an opportunistic play. With so little
green building product developed expressly for the investment market, investors seeking to
“green their portfolio” must either build new green product or retrofit existing product.
Contributing to the perceived risk of green buildings is that the technology is still embryonic
and evolving. Moreover, assumptions of market performance premiums still depend more on
reasoning and anecdotal evidence than on hard financial data. And in many markets, the
product is still viewed as exotic, if not radical. That is unfortunate, as the preponderance of
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evidence suggests, if not proves, that green buildings outperform financially and will physically
outlive otherwise comparable conventional buildings. And the willingness of corporate tenants
to purchase carbon offsets is further, if indirect, proof of pent-up demand for greener facilities.
Focus: Competing for Green
Building Investments
Competing in the green building
market will require specialized
expertise, as well as identifying
market opportunities. This
competency will depend on
several factors:
• project experience in both
sustainable design
construction and operations,
and, perhaps in securing green
certifications;
• a transportable product
archetype or business model
that can be adapted to local
conditions and building
materials;
• a deep bench of staff
expertise;
• a network of relationships with
capital sources, lenders, and
other service providers
themselves experienced in
sustainable practices; and
• access to major multi-national
tenants.
In addition, as demonstrated
across many industries, building
brand recognition around
sustainability can yield distinct
and enduring market advantages.
Already, some leading real estate
players are building and
burnishing their green credentials
– such as Hines, ProLogis, Lend
Lease, and CB Richard Ellis -though these firms tend to be
either builders or service
providers, as opposed to
independent investors. To date
few investment firms have clearly
staked out sustainability as a
central feature of their identity,
but their ranks are growing.

Market Opportunities
For organizations directly involved in the creation or ownership and operation of real estate,
the chief opportunities from a global perspective will be new construction in the emerging
economies and renovation of older stock in the more developed nations. For new construction,
the market will most readily support Class A buildings in Class A locations but all product types
and qualities will be able to benefit from the greening trends. Retrofit opportunities will be
almost as diverse as the existing building stock, but some of the easiest, most cost-effective
conversions will be older Class B and C buildings in Class A locations, particularly those with
solid structures and operable windows.
Market opportunities will not be limited to developers, however. Service providers, from
architects to engineers and from leasing brokers to closing attorneys, are most gaining market
share by specializing in green buildings. Vendors in aligned industries such as insurance,
mortgage lending, building materials, and janitorial supplies are similarly developing
specialized products focused on the green building sector. And new products and services are
emerging, such as certification expeditors and alternative energy specialists.
All of these areas provide investors with opportunities to participate in the green building sector
(see box). Conspicuously missing from this list, however, is the purchasing of green buildings
directly, or shares in companies who own them exclusively, as well as securitized products
such as green CMBS. With so little green building product created for the investment market
so far, investors have had few opportunities to purchase certified product, even through REITs
or mutual funds. Moreover, the multiplicity of certification and rating systems has prevented
broad market acceptance of a single standard, which is crucial for securitized products.
However, efforts are underway in key markets to uniform standards for mortgages, and LEED
is now spreading to countries around the globe under the auspices of the World Green
Building Council. These and other efforts should begin to provide markets with the
standardization required for extending investor adoption.
Together with bringing more product to market through continued green construction and
renovation to greener operations, standardization should provide the spark to truly ignite
investor participation in the green building movement. As these trends mature, the industry
should see more funds and investment vehicles created that focus on the ownership and
operation of green buildings. In turn, demand for these products should be significant, from
major financial institutions and small investors alike, as demonstrated by the popularity of SRI
funds generally.
A final avenue of potential investment concerns the large and still growing stock of green
product that is of investment-grade quality but still owner-occupied. This “investible” product is
sometimes introduced into the investment market through sale-leaseback arrangements. A
prominent example is the three-building sale of the CH2M Hill headquarters in the Meridian
Office Park in Englewood, Colorado. CH2M Hill developed the buildings in 2002 and sold the
LEED-Certified complex in September 2007 to a private REIT for a reported $138.5 million.
Worldwide we estimate that almost half (46%) of investible real estate is owner-occupied, but
the proportions differ widely across regions. Reflecting their more entrepreneurial economies,
mature economies tend to have a much greater share of their real estate owned by investors
as opposed to the tenant. We calculate that about a third (32%) of investible property in mature
economies is owner-occupied, meaning two thirds is investor-owned. The proportions are
exactly reversed in emerging nations, with two thirds (68%) owner-occupied and one third
owned by investors. The proportions for green buildings alone are unknown, but based on
development patterns throughout the world, the owner-occupied share is almost certainly
greater than that for conventional buildings. These assets represent another untapped
opportunity for green building investment.
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Risk Mitigation
Beyond the significant and growing opportunities to invest in green buildings, for much of the
real estate sector the focus will be at least as much on risk mitigation, particularly in developed
economies, and for core investors generally. At least three major types of risk are material:
market, regulatory, and physical.
Market Risks – Tenants are increasingly demanding greener facilities – particularly the
prestige tenants that support new and high-value construction. To date few firms seem to be
fully integrating their tenancy decisions into their sustainability reporting to the extent of
breaking leases or selling energy-inefficient or otherwise less sustainable buildings, but
anecdotal evidence (e.g., carbon offset purchases, survey data) suggests much greater activity
can be expected in the coming years.
At present there is not enough green product to satisfy potential demand, yielding operating
premiums to owners for the limited supply that is available. But that premium for green
buildings will flip to a discount for obsolete construction once the supply of green building
reaches a critical mass and establishes a new norm for institutional-quality real estate.
How soon? Certainly, the pace will vary by market, depending upon the pace of construction
relative to the standing stock, the strength of tenant preferences for greener space, and the
extent of government penalties on energy inefficiency, among other factors. Supplyconstrained markets with significant barriers to entry will be protected longer than more
dynamic, faster-growing markets. But our analysis suggests that in many markets – particularly
the most desirable markets for tenants and investors in Northern Europe, the Pacific, and
North America – the tipping point should be well within the traditional ten-year institutional hold
period for investment real estate.
The immediate risks are to older, inefficient buildings, whose obsolescence will be reflected in
diminished performance potential (lower rents and occupancy rates) and property value (equal
to the cost to cure to the new market standard). Buyers will simply factor these issues into their
pricing. Longer term, the risk will shift more broadly to institutions slow to change and cultivate
the core competency required to convert to more sustainable buildings.
And with greater corporate transparency today, tenants cannot afford to have less stringent
ecological standards in one region just because the prevailing local sustainability standards
are lower – and nor should their landlords or property managers expect it. The thousands of
corporate tenants who signed the Carbon Disclosure Project – and now must measure and
reduce their carbon footprints – will demand efficiency and sustainability standards in
Shanghai and Mumbai comparable to those they get in San Francisco and London, adapted
for local climactic conditions and local resource availability and pricing.
A final market risk to consider: Corporate commitments to reducing their carbon footprints over
time may translate into reduced space per worker. Such moves would reinforce longer-term
trends occupancy trends that are reducing office demand per worker in many developed
nations. On the other hand, rapid economic growth and maturation is causing booms in office
demand in emerging nations.
Regulatory Risks – Governments clearly have the potential to impose on property owners
significant penalties beyond those dictated by the market – altering the product that can be
brought to market and the cost of occupying green vs. conventional buildings. More and more
governments around the world will be mandating sustainable construction either through
greener minimum standards or through energy disclosure requirements, which drives the
market to be more sustainable through the weight of public pressure. For example, half of
tenants surveyed in Europe believe that the new “EPCs [Energy Performance Certificates] will
43
have an effect on their choice . . . when there is more of a choice of buildings available.”
Regulatory pressures undoubtedly are driving the sector to embrace greener building
standards faster than unfettered market dynamics would otherwise dictate. Again, the
immediate risks are to older, inefficient buildings. Even if the government does not retroactively
apply the new building standards, the market will render less sustainable buildings ever-more
obsolete over time.
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Environmental Risks – A final and emerging factor is the growing concerns over the damages
that climate change presents for owners. A recent study by the UCL Environment Institute
outlined potential property impacts, including the risks of floods, droughts, and extreme
44
temperatures. A more comprehensive US government report documented the impact of
extreme weather events on the economy generally as well as property, and outlined economic
45
vulnerabilities attributable to climate change. Today few scientists doubt the need to address
the causes of climate change before the impacts become truly catastrophic.
For property owners, the short-term risks are primarily two-fold: insurance cost spikes and/or
property damage in more vulnerable regions, such as coastal areas, and the costs of operating
property in regions subject to weather extremes, such as ever-escalating utility and
maintenance expenses. Longer-term, particularly if current climate change trends continue,
owners may need to weigh the risks of mass depopulation in the most vulnerable regions,
leading to extreme property value losses over time.

Product Types
The foregoing trends will not be unique to any particular land use. All property types are seeing
rising production of green buildings – and demand for much more. However, we expect the
biggest move to green buildings will be in the properties that: (1) confer the greatest benefits to
users and owners relative to conventional buildings, (2) align landlord and tenant interests in
the property, and (3) offer tangible benefits that matter to tenants.
Clearly buildings that use high amounts of energy – climate controlled offices, for example –
will gain more from sustainable construction than a property that typically has only a small
share of space that less conditioned, such as a non-refrigerated warehouse. And tenants and
owners alike leverage more prestige from green construction in prominent, centrally-located
buildings than from more modest and remote structures.
With regard to the landlord-tenant dynamics, properties with full-service leases can more easily
align the interests of landlord and tenant than net leased buildings, again favoring Class A
offices over typical industrial space. Though green leases are being used to better align
responsibilities and benefits, full-service leases still are the most manageable and present the
least risk to each side.
On this basis, higher-end offices are seeing the greatest tenant interest and developer activity.
To date retail has attracted relatively little attention, accounting for less than 10% of LEED
certifications and under 1% of BREEAM, but those shares are bound to jump in the coming
years, as large retail chains increasingly demand greener space due to their direct customer
contact. Residential uses such as apartments and hotels are also starting to see greater green
development, but the volume is being limited by the relatively tepid demand from consumers,
as many of the benefits are not immediately obvious or material to occupants.
Finally, industrial properties are likely to lag other property sectors in converting to greener
construction, though exceptions certainly do and will continue to exist. Aside from offering
tenants fewer tangible benefits from more sustainable approaches, these bare-bones buildings
often cannot generate the rents needed to offset more expensive construction. Also, industrial
properties typically often are located in remote sites because their noxious uses need to be
situated away from population centers – sites that most rating systems would not consider
sustainable. Nonetheless, these market indications are not nearly absolute, as a growing
number of firms are staking out reputations for greener industrial buildings worldwide.
Mature economies are also likely to see increasing market preference for real estate that
embody the locational and functional attributes of sustainable development. Sometimes
lumped together under labels such as smart growth and new urbanism, the market should
increasingly reward denser, mixed-use and transit-oriented developments – projects located
near transit stations and/or population centers.

Matthew Anderson of Foresight Analytics provided significant analytical and research support
for this paper.
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Appendix A: Data Description and Sources for Regional
Analysis
1. Government
Environmental Governance (Sources: Yale Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI),
World Economic Forum)46
Principal components of survey questions addressing several aspects of environmental
governance: air pollution regulations, chemical waste regulations, clarity and stability of
regulations, flexibility of regulations, environmental regulatory innovation, leadership in
environmental policy, consistency of regulation enforcement, environmental regulatory
stringency, toxic waste disposal regulations, and water pollution regulations.
47

Government Effectiveness (Source: World Bank)
A measure of "the quality of public service provision, the quality of the bureaucracy, the
competence of public servants, and the independence of the civil service from political
pressures." This index describes the ability of governments to effectively deliver public
services and make policy.
Agenda 21 – Local Government (Source: International Council for Local Environmental
48
Initiatives (ICLEI))
The number of municipalities involved in the Local Agenda 21 (LA21) process (formal
commitment to LA21 or are actively undertaking the process). LA21s were created to promote
sustainable development at the municipal level in response to the 1992 UN Conference on
Environment and Development's call to local governments to create their own agenda outlining
local priorities.
Agenda 21 – Local Government per Capita (Source: ICLEI)
See above, divided by population.

2. Green Building Industry (Quality and Depth)
Green Building Council (Sources: World Green Building Council, individual councils)49
A measure of whether a country has a green building council, whether it is active or in the
formative stage, and, in the case of an active council, how mature the council is.
Green Buildings Registered (Sources: US GBC, individual councils, World GBC)50
The number of buildings registered, either with LEED or with the country’s own green building
certification standard.
Green Professionals (Sources: US GBC, individual councils, World GBC)51
The number of accredited green building professionals (from US GBC), or active members
(from a country council).
52

EU Greenbuilding (Source: European Commission)
Bonus score - Does the country participate in the EU’s GreenBuilding Programme, a voluntary
program meant to the enhance the realization of cost-effective energy efficiency potentials by
creating awareness and providing information support and public recognition to companies
whose top management is ready to show actual commitment to adopt energy efficient
measures in non-residential buildings.
Green Building Challenge (Source: International Initiative for a Sustainable Built
Environment)53
Bonus score – has the country participated in and how many of the Green Building Challenges
held in 1998, 2000, 2002 and 2005, and sponsored by IISBE. Showcased projects are viewed
as examples of “best practices.”
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3. Tenants
54

CDP Disclosure (Source: Carbon Disclosure Project)
Questionnaire on behalf of institutional investors sent to more than 2,800 of the world’s largest
quoted companies. The current round is CDP6 (the sixth round). In 2007, more than 1,300
companies answered the questionnaire (including 77% of the FT500) in the fifth round (CDP5).
55

ISO 14001 Certification (Source: ISO - International Organization for Standardization)
The number of companies with ISO 14001 certification. ISO 14001:2004 provides guidelines
on the elements of an environmental management system and its implementation, and
discusses principal issues involved. ISO 14001:2004 does not specify levels of environmental
performance.
ISO 14001 Certification, Scaled by GDP (Sources: ISO, International Monetary Fun (IMF)
for GDP)
The number of companies with ISO 14001 certification, divided by GDP (for 2007 in USD).
4. Investors
56

UNEP Financial Institution Signatories (Source: UNEP Finance Initiative)
The number of UNEP FI signatories. UNEP FI is a global partnership between UNEP and the
financial sector. Over 160 institutions, including banks, insurers and fund managers, work with
UNEP to understand the impacts of environmental and social considerations on financial
performance.
57

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) Signatories (Source: Carbon Disclosure Project)
The number of CDP signatories. The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) is an independent notfor-profit organization aiming to create a lasting relationship between shareholders and
corporations regarding the implications for shareholder value and commercial operations
presented by climate change.
CDP Signatories, Scaled by Population (Sources: Carbon Disclosure Project, IMF
(Population))
The number of CDP signatories, divided by population (as of 2007). Scaling by population
allows smaller countries to rank higher.
5. Economic Factors
58

Economic Stage (Source: World Bank, RREEF Research)
The composition of GDP from the agriculture, industrial, and service sectors is analyzed, with
low agriculture, high services, and average industrial shares of GDP receiving the highest
scores. The most developed economies in the world generally have these characteristics.
Urbanization (Source: World Bank)59
Percent of population in urban areas, as of 2005.
Ability and Incentive to Pay
Combination of three factors: Cost of Gasoline, Energy as an Input to GDP and Wealth.
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•

Cost of Gasoline (Source: Factsoft AG – gasoline-germany.com) Cost Price per
gallon for regular gasoline, or if unavailable, average of other gasoline/diesel prices.

•

Energy as an Input to GDP (Source: IEA)61 Amount of primary energy used per unit of
GDP. Data reported in metric tons of oil equivalent (toe) per million constant 2000
international dollars.

•

Wealth (Source: IMF)62 GDP (in USD) per capita (as of 2007).
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6. Societal Attitudes
Climate Change Importance (Source: The Pew Global Attitudes Project)63
Percentage of respondents answering “very serious” to the question, “How serious a problem
is Global Warming?”
64

Global Warming Concerns (Source: AC Nielsen)
Percent of consumers naming Global Warming as one of their top two concerns.
65

Environmental NGOs (Source: Center for the Study of Global Governance)
The number of international non-governmental organizations (INGOs) that have either member
organizations or individuals in each country.
Density of Environmental NGOs (Source: Center for the Study of Global Governance)
The number of international non-governmental organizations that have either member
organizations or individuals in each country per one million population.
7. Other Scores / Calculations
New Construction Potential (Source: RREEF Research)
Calculated as the combination of forecasted GDP growth from 2007 to 2012 in percent
(Source: The Economist), Ability and Incentive to Pay (from Economic Factors above) and
estimated new construction in square feet. New Construction (in USD) – the forecasted
increase in the dollar value of commercial real estate (see Commercial Real Estate Stock
below) from 2007 to 2012 is used as a proxy for the dollar amount of new construction.
Retrofit Potential (Source: RREEF Research)
Calculated as the combination of Stage of Development, Urbanization, and Ability and
Incentive to Pay (all from Economic Factors above).
•

The size of Retrofit Potential is estimated by multiplying the Retrofit Potential score by the
estimated Age of Stock.

•

Age of Stock is estimated, using urban population growth since 1950 (source: UN), and a
depletion/obsolescence factor.

Commercial Real Estate Stock in USD (Source: RREEF Research, “The Future of Size of
66
the Global Real Estate Market, July 2007)
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